
 

 This I Believe… Digital Storytelling 

By Andy Schoenborn  
@aschoenborn 

 

Background:  
Andy Schoenborn is an award-winning author and a grades 9-12 English teacher in Michigan at Mt. Pleasant 

Public Schools. He focuses his work on progressive literacy methods including student-centered critical thinking, 

digital collaboration, and professional development. He is a co-facilitator of the monthly #CRWPchat Twitter 

chat, past-president of the Michigan Council of Teachers of English, vice president of the Michigan Reading 

Association, and teacher consultant for the Chippewa River Writing Project. His first book, co-authored with Dr. 

Troy Hicks, Creating Confident Writers was published in 2020. 

Principle(s) in focus: 
Explain which principle(s) of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy you’ve been investigating and has had a positive 
impact on your teaching: 
 

 Build a community of writers  

 Read, share, think and talk about writing 

 Pursue purposeful and authentic class writing projects 

 Pursue personal writing projects 

 Literacy for pleasure: Connect reading and writing  

Aims: 

 

One year and one month ago today teachers entered into the unknown. On March 13th, 2020, in the States, 

many of us evacuated our classrooms, said goodbye to our students, and shut our classroom doors as we learned 

to shelter in place during a global pandemic.  

 

Before I left, I looked around my classroom library and tucked Mary Oliver’s Devotions, Ross Gay’s Catalog of 

Unabashed Gratitude, and John Warner’s The Writer’s Practice under my arm. I turned off the lights and closed 

my classroom door. 

 

Though we were ordered to shelter in place for three weeks with our immediate families, I began thinking about 

my students. I am fortunate to write beside young adults in grade 12, but I worried about what was taken from 

them. For many this included sports, friends, dances, graduation, escape, and, in some cases, the lives of loved 

ones.  

 

Much of what they believed about the world was turned upside down and inside out. The loss reverberated in 

the hearts of parents as well. Graduation and the culmination of everything that becomes “Senior Year” was 

yanked from beneath the feet of their children.  

 

I often turn to reflective writing during times of uncertainty and find personally relevant writing to be a healing 

balm.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Creating-Confident-Writers-School-College-ebook/dp/B0887BW6R5/ref=sr_1_2?crid=2CV0Z46C2OWLQ&dchild=1&keywords=creating+confident+writers&qid=1593614418&sprefix=creating+confi%2Caps%2C257&sr=8-2
https://writing4pleasure.com/building-a-community-of-writers/
https://writing4pleasure.com/reading-sharing-and-talking-about-writing/
https://writing4pleasure.com/purposeful-and-authentic-class-writing-projects/
https://writing4pleasure.com/personal-writing-projects/
https://writing4pleasure.com/literacy-for-pleasure-reading-and-writing-connecting/
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Description: 
 
Attending to learning and literacy growth became nearly impossible for students and teachers alike during the 
early weeks (and months) of the pandemic. Arguments for what learning should look like during a pandemic 
ranged from simply passing every student to maintaining a sense of “normalcy.” I, too, struggled with how to 
approach literacy growth. I worried about equity, access, and connection. I wondered what could possibly 
engage student writers? It was a challenge, but I understood that students would want what they always wanted: 
personal relevance, individual agency, and choice.  
 
When we returned to class (this time virtually via Zoom), I shared my concerns and proposed that we spend our 
time sharing stories. Not just any story - the story of how students came to belief they cling to - lifelines. In a 
world turned upside down by COVID-19 some students found themselves questioning their beliefs about the 
world.  
 
Connecting Across Distances Through Personal Stories 
 
Using National Public Radio’s (NPR) This I Believe structure as a model for thinking the instructions were 
deceptively simple: 
 

Tell a story about you: Be specific. Take your belief out of the ether and ground it in the events that 
have shaped your core values. Consider moments when belief was formed or tested or changed. Think 
of your own experience, work, and family, and tell of the things you know that no one else does. Your 
story need not be heart-warming or gut-wrenching—it can even be funny—but it should be real. Make 
sure your story ties to the essence of your daily life philosophy and the shaping of your beliefs. 

Be brief: Your statement should be between 500 and 600 words. That’s about three minutes when read 
aloud at your natural pace. 

Name your belief: If you can’t name it in a sentence or two, your essay might not be about belief. Also, 
rather than writing a list, consider focusing on one core belief. 

Be positive: Write about what you do believe, not what you don’t believe. Avoid statements of religious 
dogma, preaching, or editorializing. 

Be personal: Make your essay about you; speak in the first person. Avoid speaking in the editorial “we.” 
Tell a story from your own life; this is not an opinion piece about social ideals. Write in words and 
phrases that are comfortable for you to speak. We recommend you read your essay aloud to yourself 
several times, and each time edit it and simplify it until you find the words, tone, and story that truly 
echo your belief and the way you speak. (This I Believe Essay Writing Suggestions | This I Believe). 

Writing about the story (or stories) that lead to a belief can be a challenge without taking time to look at mentor 
texts for context and inspiration. Before diving into writing, we spent a day looking at texts created by others in 
the classroom from previous years - including my own. 

Sharing Pieces of Myself as a Writer-Teacher 

I model a process by sharing a story of my own: my belief in hard work and determination. As I read the piece 
aloud, I ask students what they notice about the writing and we discuss what draws them in as readers of the 
text. They are quick to point out specific details, a willingness to share a truth, and revealing moments that lead 
to strengthening a belief of mine.  

After a short conversation about the power of words, I ask if they’d like to see how that power can be amplified 
using digital storytelling. Students are generally intrigued. Before I share my rather embarrassing attempt at a 
digital story, I set the stage by inviting students to take notes on “The Seven Elements of Digital Storytelling” by 
Kevin Hodgson. We learn that effective digital stories are mindful of point of view, dramatic questions, emotions, 

https://thisibelieve.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6fugCwVMgP_Wk94dWhTMHVBanM/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1f-_FXgJZM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1f-_FXgJZM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1f-_FXgJZM&t=1s
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a recorded voice, the soundtrack, economy of words, and pacing of the text.  

To test the seven elements of digital storytelling, we use my This I Believe digital story to see where I have met 
the expectations and where I may need to make improvements.  

My students are kind and tell me they like it, however, I know there are moments that could use some work. 
Analyzing my digital story we talk about static images vs. dynamic images; where to find royalty free HD images 
and videos; soundtracks to enhance (but not overwhelm) what is said; the use of stock images vs. personal 
images; and choosing transition effects that help to tell the story.  

Learning from Digital Student Mentor Texts 

Though my work hasn’t aged well, it gives us a chance to talk about a digital storytelling process before I share 
the amazing work former students have crafted. 

While watching I ask students to jot down two or three things that caught their attention as viewers. They can 
consider the seven elements of digital storytelling or focus on the craft “moves” like the use of music to enhance 
or detract from the message; the impact of HD images, HD video, or personal images; and the effect of mixed 
media, including intentional imagery breaks, on the audience.  

“I Choose to Believe in People” “Celebrate Who You Are and Where You Come From” 

Tino S Mahraan Q 

In Zoom breakout rooms, students shared what pulled them in as readers of these multimodal texts and what 
pushed them away as readers. When they came back to the main room, a representative from each group shared 
their noticings. Conversations emerged as students responded to the student mentor texts.  

Salma said, “Our group noticed the power of personal images. While we admit that they can be embarrassing to 
share, personal photos and videos create a connection between the writers and their audience. It’s like you get 
to know them better and we liked that.” 

Malachi said, “Yeah, Salma’s right. We also noticed that a mix of video and pictures helped to keep us interested 
in the story. It was cool to see the transitions between video and images because otherwise it might just look like 
a slideshow.” 

“Our group agrees, but,” Kain said, “when the soundtrack is too loud, it’s hard to hear the person’s voice and, 
really, it’s their story that is interesting - that should be emphasized.” 

I believe “mentors and mentor texts serve as a light in the darkness of the unknown world” (Hicks and 
Schoenborn 2020). Taking the time to “read” these texts like writers gave students a better idea of how they 
might approach the stories of their beliefs. Even though we were learning from a distance in the beginning 
unknowns of the COVID-19 pandemic, discussions around craft for their personal writing pulled us a bit closer 
together.  

Writing Our Stories  

At this point, students had ideas percolating and were eager to write. I offered a few friendly reminders because 
my Grade 12 students have been conditioned to write using only their academic voice. For this piece I encourage 
students to: 

● Write like you talk - your audience wants to hear your voice; 
● Don’t fixate on grammar and mechanics - your authentic voice doesn’t worry about grammar; 
● Tell the stories only you know - the vulnerable moments tug at hearts of your audience; 
● Be specific in your details - people connect with the “juicy burger at Freddy’s Tavern,” even if they’ve 

https://youtu.be/oVVVdYH-vKg
https://youtu.be/oVVVdYH-vKg
https://youtu.be/oVVVdYH-vKg
https://youtu.be/oVVVdYH-vKg
https://youtu.be/pEGome_EvwY
https://youtu.be/OOzRAerLgcQ
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never been there; and 
● Consider the one-word paragraph - short, punchy paragraphs create powerful moments. 

Then, I gave them the best gift a writer-teacher could give: 3-4 days of in-class time to write. 

Tools for Digital Storytelling 

Realizing that many of my students would have limited access to technology, I invited them to use free cloud-
based apps on their phones. I suggested students use the following tools and resources for their projects: 

● Record their voices with either Apple's VoiceMemos or Samsung’s Voice Recorder; 
● Install WeVideo as their video editor using either the App Store or Google Play; and  
● Explore royalty free images, videos, and music with Unsplash, Pixabay, and Pexels. 
● Give proper attribution to the work used in their digital stories. 

After a quick WeVideo tutorial demonstrating the basics of how to upload images, videos, and music; using and 
adjusting video and audio tracks; transitioning tips and tricks; fade in/out features; text editing; video and audio 
clipping; and using the zoom tool for precise cuts I checked for understanding and gave them space to work. 

Emphasize Exploration and Play, Not Tech Mastery 

As with any writing for pleasure project, I chose to set the stage for student success by dabbling with technology 
enough to whet their writing appetites. Much of the joy found in the project centers around creating a personally 
relevant project and, if I am too prescriptive with my requirements, it will douse the flames of their interest. Still, 
I did not simply let students flounder. Instead, I offered live real-time support and troubleshooting help for 
students via breakout rooms and conferences for those who needed it. For others ready to fly, I let them soar.  

Impact: 

A Celebration of Beliefs 

At the conclusion of the project, students uploaded their digital stories to YouTube as unlisted videos. It gave 
them a bit of control over who sees their work, however, I did ask that they share their URLs with me via a 
Google Form so I could create a classroom playlist of videos.  

Students worked individually for about four weeks on their project and, though they are not always eager to 
share their own digital stories, they were keen to see what their classmates have produced. Aware of this, I 
hosted a “This I Believe Celebration of Beliefs” watch party complete with the popcorn, soda, and snacks they 
might gather from their homes. 

Using Zoom I shared my screen, tapped “play all” on the YouTube playlist, and we watched as the stories of 
students' beliefs scrolled across our screens. We snapped our appreciation after each video; sent chat messages 
of affirmation; and shared digital huzzahs to acknowledge the work, words, and wisdom of one another.  

The videos are short, being only 3-4 minutes in length. It’s worth a look to see what students produced in full 
lockdown under strict “stay at home” orders as our state of Michigan wrestled with the global COVID pandemic. 
Pundits argued that students would experience an unprecedented “loss of learning,” however, I believe the 
digital stories they produced tells another story.  

Monica chose to explore her identity as a Black person growing up in a predominantly rural and white-centric 
environment. The wisdom she learned from her mother is amazing and is something anyone who struggles with 
their identity can understand. 

Alexa chose to share about the power music holds in her life. She shares personal, and lovely, videos of herself 
embracing music through the years and is vulnerable enough to discuss how music is a catalyst for her 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/voice-memos/id1069512134
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sec.android.app.voicenote&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://www.wevideo.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wevideo-movie-video-editor/id615796920
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wevideo.mobile.android
https://unsplash.com/
https://pixabay.com/
https://www.pexels.com/
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overcoming symptoms of depression.  

“You Shouldn’t Have to Change Your Identity to Fit In” 
 
  

 

“Music takes Joy, Heartache, Defeat, and Hope to 
Create Memories” 
 

 
 

Monica D Alexa Z 

The stories students chose to share are more than relatable. They are real. If you’re interested in viewing more 
stories about the beliefs of students in mid-Michigan please spend some time with our 2020 This I Believe Digital 
Storytelling playlist. They’re all gems, but some shine brighter than others.  

Grading: A Necessary Evil 

It’s challenging for me to ask students to be vulnerable and write from the heart, especially about a topic they 
hold close to the vest. Yet, I didn’t feel compelled to be critical of their work. Instead, using student mentor texts 
and NPR’s guidelines, we held a class accountability meeting. In the meeting we talked about the criteria we saw 
that separated quality work digital stories from those that might have needed a fair bit of revision. We agreed, as 
a class, upon the following criteria. Each digital story: 

● Uses a conversational style throughout; 
● Contains music that stirs a rich emotional response that matches the story line well; 
● Reaches a length of presentation that is between 3-4 minutes; 
● Includes images to create a distinct atmosphere or tone that matches different parts of the story; 
● and establishes a purpose early on while maintaining a clear focus throughout. 

Asking students to participate in grading criteria allows them to have a stake in the assignment, consider the 
student mentor text through a lense of writer, and gain a sense of agency in the process which had been stripped 
of them during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Reflection: 
 
One year and one month ago teachers around the world were thrust into the unknown of distance learning. We 
wondered what teaching and learning would look like; we worried about how we could get texts into the hands 
of our students; and we wrestled with the personal and professional challenges of it all. Without a doubt 
teaching during a pandemic is a burden and, yet, it allowed for critical and creative solutions for the teaching of 
writing. 
 
As writer teachers we recognize that “when children have an emotional investment in their writing, they write 
with more care, passion, and attention” (Young & Ferguson 2021). What happens when we broaden the idea of 
emotional investments beyond the scope of children and into the realm of adult writers? We give ourselves 

https://youtu.be/hk8ReAyvVso
https://youtu.be/hk8ReAyvVso
https://youtu.be/sj-0BQAp-MQ
https://youtu.be/sj-0BQAp-MQ
https://youtu.be/sj-0BQAp-MQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxh6rM5tNqYg4aFR4n1u7HT2cucPL2vfx
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLxh6rM5tNqYg4aFR4n1u7HT2cucPL2vfx
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TTcF6aJlPvpphAG7kuFnW0Zjm-WWNEmc3k5JL6_e41Q/edit
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permission to play, explore, and create personally and professionally with our words, lessons, and ideas that 
move our practice forward in ways we might not expect. 
 
It’s with full transparency that I share that teaching remotely scared me. I couldn’t teach the way I’ve always 
taught before. It was when my footing was shaky that I looked for handholds and footholds in a teaching scenario 
that was crumbling. Mary Oliver’s Devotions, Ross Gay’s Catalog of Unabashed Gratitude, and John Warner’s The 
Writer’s Practice slowed my thinking down and helped me to grasp what really mattered to my students as their 
world shifted beneath their feet. They needed writing that was personal, relevant, and meaningful. I did too. 
 
It turns out that, as writers, that’s all we ever really needed all along. 
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